in defiance of all foes this air force is ir-\nvincible."

Germany is not satisfied with the belief that her air force is an all-powerful weapon of defense; she is just aching for a chance to try it out on a larger scale than in Spain.

HOMLESS
WALKER MEMORIAL PHONOGRAPH

The Walker Memorial Committee's action in the selection of the Walker Memorial phonograph between the hours of 4:30 and 6:00 o'clock indicates the need for a more adequate music entertainment. The reason for the committee's action was that the phonograph music interfered with activity meetings in Walker during those hours. To this the phonograph committee might retort that last activity meetings interfere with the use of the phonograph.

The phonograph is now located in the Trophy Room, which is not a room at all, but a lobby between the Walker library on one end and the Faculty Room on the other. The stair wells are sparsely furnished, with no room for ray puppets. As The Tech has had occasion to point out before, these stair wells have excellent sound conducting qualities. Noise originating through the stair wells, from the basement bowling alleys to the third floor gymnasium, is readily conducted to the Trophy Room to interfere with the music from the phonograph. Furthermore, there is a constant passing to and fro in the Trophy Room, which tends to interfere with listening to the phonograph.

The phonograph is in占有 its possession of a fine phonograph and a remarkable good collection of 1500 phonograph records. But listeners can hardly derive full enjoyment from phonograph records through a barrage of noise from the bowling alleys downstairs and the handball courts upstairs.

The Walker Memorial Committee probably had valid reasons for banning the use of the phonograph during the designated hours. The sound conducting properties of the Walker halls, which bring up noise to phonograph listeners, could displace the music from the library and some passers-by in the hallways.

The time is indeed a well arranged room to provide for our phonograph, too long a homeless wanderer in the halls of Walker.

Letters to the Editor

Japan’s Motives

To the Editor:

It was a rare privilege to be able to visit in Tokyo The Tech what appears to be a publicity release of the Japanese War Department. It was a relief not to have to read that Japan’s present military aggression in China is motivated by the need for room for her overcrowded population. That is the usual reason given by Japanese spokesmen for explaining their wars. But it appears that a new reason is necessary in the case of the most American of all wars. The Manchurian territory stolen by the Japanese war department, the Chinese people, is far from overpopulated by Japanese standards.

This, we think, is a condition which should be remedied. But even under existing circumstances, Dale Morgan and his colleagues can keep on at work with the students who try to let them know that they are still functioning.

ROBERT K. PRINCE, JR.

Assistant Editor

FORGOTTEN COMMITTEE

STUDENT-FCULTY CURRICULUM

The Student-Faculty Curriculum Committee has been conducting several interesting surveys during the past few months, but the Committee members, headed by capable Dale Morgan, seem rather reluctant to reveal their findings. At least two of their surveys have been of considerable interest.

The first of these investigations would undoubtedly be of interest to the executive Committee members.

The second investigation concerns curriculum policies. In order to encourage students to submit more valid reasons for banning the use of the phonograph, it is proposed that the Committee asks that all applications for permission to use the phonograph be turned in to the executive Committee members.
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